Rural Tourism Sustainable Business Performance: Dynamic Capability Perspective
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Abstract. Currently, Indonesia has a product portfolio of promising tourist destinations, especially rural tourism which has good potential in the future. Therefore, it is important for tourism managers to develop sustainable tourism in terms of performance, because thus managers have a complete understanding of performance rural tourism business. In terms of managing a sustainable tourism village, managers must realize the importance of dynamic capabilities as a measure of sustainable business performance. The research investigates the effect of dynamic capabilities on the performance of a rural tourism sustainable business. Hypotheses were tested with regression equations with WarpPls software. The results explain that the dynamic capability of the sensing dimension has an effect on the performance of sustainable tourism business, the dynamic capability of the seizing dimension has no effect on the performance of a sustainable tourism business and the dynamic capability of the reconfiguring dimension has no effect on the performance of sustainable tourism.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The growth of village tourism is significant and tends to continue. In recent years, based on BPS records, 1,734 tourist villages are scattered in each of the islands. Where the island of Java - Bali occupies the highest position with 857 tourist villages. Then followed by Sumatra as many as 355 villages, Nusa Tenggara 189 villages, Kalimantan 117 villages. In addition, Sulawesi Island also recorded 119 tourist villages, Papua 74 villages, and Maluku as many as 23 villages [1]. Therefore, it is important for tourism managers to develop sustainable tourism in terms of performance, because thus managers have a complete understanding of the performance of village tourism businesses. In terms of managing a sustainable tourism village, managers must realize the importance of dynamic capabilities as a measure of sustainable business performance. Indonesia currently has a promising portfolio of destination products, the portfolio of Indonesian destination products presented in relation to rural tourism is 3% of 60% cultural tourism, so this tourism also has quite good potential in sustainability in the future.

WTO defines rural tourism as a tourism product "which gives visitors personalized contact, a sense of the rural physical and human environment and, to the extent possible, allows to participate in the activities, traditions and lifestyle of local communities. [3]summarizes some of the dimensions of village tourism which include the characteristics of the location, the purpose of the visit, attractions / activities, scale of operation and sustainability. The organization must find the best way to ensure that the activities carried out meet sustainability requirements. Two considerations should be given priority when defining sustainable business performance. first, business sustainability refers to k the ability of firms to generate profits to ensure long-term survival. second is that business sustainability is also related to the ability of an organization to provide products or services based on processes or technology that do not harm the environment or public health as a whole. In other words, one major outcome of a sustainability strategy is that the company will be able to stay in the market for longer by maximizing internal and external resources for the best financial results. [4]identify factors driving the performance of sustainable destinations 1) tourism and related infrastructure; (2) economic conditions; (3) security, safety and health; (4) tourism price competitiveness; (5) government policies; (6) environmental sustainability[5]; (7) workforce skills and training, and (8) natural and cultural resources.
Until now, the tourism villages in district Gresik have been developed based on the consideration of economic development and village income and the development of tourism facilities and infrastructure has also been carried out, creating jobs and economic activities for the local community, there is public awareness of tourism potential. Starting to grow, however, it still requires assistance from related parties (government or private), likewise to fulfill elements of sustainable development it also requires a sense of ownership, involvement, community participation and also involving as much local resources as possible. Even in the Regulation of the Minister of Tourism (Permen) No. 14/2016 on Guidelines for Sustainable Tourism Destinations which adopts the "Global Sustainable Tourism Council (GSTC) international standard, which considers three main aspects, namely environmental, social, and economic aspects for the present and future. This should also involve the 3P principles, namely People, Planet, Prosperity, or community empowerment, nature preservation, and welfare improvement. For this reason, one way to improve the sustainable business performance of village tourism is to increase the dynamic capabilities of village tourism managers. Previous research has linked dynamic capability to business performance, [6] Elements of Industry 4.0 such as big data, Internet of Things and smart factories have a positive role in promoting the application of information technology (IT), which contributes to sustainable business performance. Other research has not related dynamic capability with business performance such as [7]–[10]. However, this research was conducted on a profit business pure, while research conducted on social businesses and businesses was not widely carried out.

The specific objective of this study was to measure business performance sustainable(sustainability business performance) of village tourism from the perspective of the capabilities of dynamic(dynamic capabilities) tour manager villages in Gresik, urgency of this study was to determine the dynamic capabilities of the manager as the ability to integrate, build, and configure rework internal and external competencies to cope with rapidly changing environments by integrating, reconfiguring, acquiring and releasing resources - to match or even create market changes so that the developed tourism business has a sustainable performance.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW

The rapid Sustainable tourism itself is defined by the UNWTO as: "Tourism that fully takes into account the present and future economic, social and environmental impacts and responds to the needs of visitors, industry (tourism), the environment and host communities." That is, sustainable tourism makes the community the main actor in tourism businesses to move the wheels of regional tourism and get greater benefits. Sustainable tourism practices not only consume tourism resources but furthermore, sustainable tourism requires anyone who is involved in it to participate in observing the environment and culture that is included in tourism resources[11].

The concept of developing a tourism village is to make the village a tourism destination by combining natural and cultural tourist attractions, and public tourism facilities services, as well as access adequate mobility, with the ways and traditions of village community life.

The development of a tourism village is expected to provide (1) economic benefits, such as income and employment, (2) social benefits such as increased community skills, (3) environmental benefits such as improved infrastructure, and other benefits for the community. The government in the future will further promote the development of tourism villages, and invite all stakeholders to jointly succeed this program. The government will also complement the development of tourist villages with the preparation of destination, management and HR standards. The results are expected to be replicated in many other potential villages, in order to achieve common goals, namely improving the quality of the environment, community welfare, and preserving the culture of the people in tourism villages [12].

Strategic issues in sustainable tourism are as follows: 1) Increasing the responsibility of corporate stakeholders, 2) Producing suitable forms of tourism, 3) Sustaining of social and cultural resources, 4) Sustaining natural environment, 5) The need for effective plans for planning tourist destinations, 6) Role of carrying capacities and indicators in sustainable tourism, 7) Avoiding conflict. 8) Increasing community involvement, and 8) Direction for the future [13].

2.1 Sustainable Business Performance Business

The performance consists of the actual output of an organization as a whole. Business performance measurement by [6]. In this case it is measured by: 1) Profitability, in terms of net profit margin, ROI,
profitability growth, and overall financial performance. 2) Sales, in terms of sales achievement, sales growth and market share. And 3) Customer satisfaction, in terms of overall product quality, competitive price products, responsiveness, after-sales service, fast delivery times, and on-time delivery. [14] stated that maintaining sustainable performance means uniting, in a long-term vision, a balance of three dimensions: social, competitive and economic. Be more specific first; social social performance as an assessment of the level of satisfaction, trust and cohesion of stakeholders. That means; making optimal use of environmental resources and helping to conserve natural heritage and biodiversity; to respect the socio-cultural authenticity of the community; to preserve organizational well-being and protect workers from health and safety; etc. Second; Competitive refers to maintaining a high level of satisfaction with the needs of tourists, and ensuring a meaningful experience and consciously considering sustainable aspects. Third, economic performance as the linkage of economic benefits with all stakeholders, including stable employment and income opportunities for the community and profitability of tourism management organizations.

In the context of organizational performance and business entities that are influenced by dynamic capabilities, research by [15] has conducted research that there is an influence between dynamic capabilities and performance, dynamic capabilities are measured by sensing, seizing and reconfiguring. Research by [16] examines dynamic capabilities with Sensing Capability, Learning Capability, Integrating Capability, Alliance Management Capability, Reconfiguration Capability, Coordinating Capability, from the research results there is an influence between dynamic capabilities and the sustainable performance of small businesses. Research by [17] shows that sensing capabilities, seizing capabilities, and reconfiguration capabilities affect the performance of manufacturing companies in Kenya. However, other studies show different results such as research by [18] dynamic integration capability has no effect on performance, dynamic learning capability has no effect on performance and dynamic reconfiguration capability has no effect on performance.

2.2 Dynamic Capability
The term dynamic capabilities refers to the ability of the parts or units (organization) to carry out their activities in a reliable manner that is change-oriented [19]. The orientation of change in dynamic capabilities must also be based on the resources they have.

Dynamic capabilities can consist of three important dimensions that are interrelated, that is sensing, seizing and reconfiguring [20]

Activities in the dynamic capabilities dimension
- Sensing is the activity of scanning, seeking and exploring opportunities with the aim of gathering information and learning processes about markets, competitors and another external environment.
- Seizing includes activities on how to get or seize opportunities to mobilize resources and catch value, and renewal sustainable through a transformation. These activities may also include making decisions, developing shared understanding among relevant stakeholders, and formulating action plans to respond to identified opportunities.
- Reconfiguring is an activity that combines all resources and maximizes both internal and external resources which allows the company to maintain profitable growth.

Previous studies provide several important indicators of the dimensions of dynamic capabilities, including; [21] Sensing consists of observing developments, observing changes in people's values and lifestyles, looking for new opportunities in the operating environment, looking for new practices and conceptualizing new ways of doing business; Seizing consists of indicators of reacting to changes in the operating environment, actively developing new ways of doing business, continuing to build complementary knowledge and trying to actively influence the direction of the business sector whereas for reconfiguring it consists of knowledge acquired integrated with the organization, resources that are existing is used in new areas and in new purposes and existing knowledge is used in new areas. [22] provide several important indicators of dynamic capabilities including, sensing consisting of 1) The existence of participating in a professional manner, using an established process to identify target market segments, changing customer needs, and customer innovation, 2) Observing best practices in our sector, 3) Gathering economic information about operations and the operational environment. Seizing consists of 1) Investing in finding solutions for customers, 2) Adopting best practices 3) Responding to failures demonstrated by employees 4) Changing practices when customer feedback gives us reasons to change. Reconfiguring consists of 1) Implementing new types of
management methods, 2) Frequently changing marketing methods or strategies, 3) Updating business processes substantially and 4) Constantly and substantially updating how to achieve targets and goals.

3. MATERIAL AND METHODS

The approach used in this study is a quantitative approach. The quantitative approach is used because with this approach the research process is carried out in a structured manner and uses research samples. The data source used in this study is primary data obtained through the results of collecting questionnaires to users of managers village tourism in Gresik Regency with using a Likert scale, the data collected is interval data. Meanwhile, secondary data used is only for preliminary data and has the character of supporting data obtained from articles in journals, literatures, and other references. The data collection technique used in this research is primary data collection techniques, namely data collected directly from respondents, in this case the manager, village tourism which consists of all BUMdes administrators who manage village tourism businesses and also tourism conscious group administrators who are also given authority by the village to managing village tours.

In answering the research objectives and assessing the developed model, the analysis technique used is the technical analysis of Structural Equation Modeling (SEM) using the WarpPLS software program.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

4.1 Characteristics Of Respondents

The study was conducted using respondents to be the sample with a total of 23 respondents who were used as research samples. The sample has been resampled (technique bootstrap) up to 300 samples. So that the data from the variables manifest in validity excluded from the latent variable gauge model. Each respondent is given a questionnaire to provide answers to the statements that have been provided. This study identifies the characteristics of respondents based on gender.

4.2 Testing of Validity and Reliability

Tests for the accuracy of the measurement scale or the validity of the data were carried out on the question items on variable dynamic capability-sensing (DCS), dynamic capability-seizing (DCSZ), dynamic capability-reconfiguring (DCR), environmental dynamics during the Covid-19 pandemic (EDC), and sustainable tourism performance (SP). The measurement scale accuracy test carried out in this study includes the validity test and the reliability test, which are described as follows:

- **Validity Test**
  The results of the first stage validity test show that all indicators have a value above 0.5. However, there are two items whose values are below 0.5, namely SP_1 and LS7, for other question items or indicators used to measure each latent variable, they are able to measure what is to be measured or have met the convergent validity of an indicator. Likewise, the results of the comparison between loading and cross loading show that the loading value of all factors or indicators is greater than the cross loading, so the discriminant validity is fulfilled.
  This result is in accordance with the opinion of [23]. The accuracy of the measurement scale is a condition that must be met so that further testing can be carried out. The accuracy of the scale shows that each indicator formulated has the same basic factor. That the question items are able to measure the construct being measured, with the item value having a correlation above 0.50

- **Reliability Test**
  The value of the reliability test is generated with the value of the composite reliability coefficient Variable dynamic capability-sensing (DCS) of 0.831, dynamic capability-seizing (DCSZ) of 0.831, dynamic capability-reconfiguring (DCR) of 0.831, environmental dynamics during the Covid-19 pandemic (EDC) of 0.831 and sustainable tourism performance (SP) of 0.831, so that the value is above 0.7 as a condition for acceptance of composite reliability testing, while for The internal consistency reliability value uses the coefficient criteria Cronbach alpha above 0.60, so that the accuracy of the questionnaire reliability measurement scale for all factors has met the consistency internal reliability according to the opinion of [24].

4.3 Hypothesis Model Fit Index Testing

The results of the Model Fit Index test showed that the model with 10 test indices to determine the index and suitability of the relationship between latent variables and their assumptions, most of the results have met the rule of thumb. All criteria are good and ideal index so it can be concluded that the model of the relationship between latent variables is fit or suitable.
4.4 Model Estimation Testing and Path

Analysis This analysis is used to determine the effect of dynamic capability-sensing (DCS), dynamic capability-seizing (DCSZ), and dynamic capability-reconfiguring (DCR) on sustainable tourism performance (SP). The data obtained were analyzed using warPLS 5.0. In this study, there is a test that shows the direct effect estimation, the following results of the total effect test are presented in the following figure:

FIGURE 1. Estimated Value Testing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Hypothesis</th>
<th>Item</th>
<th>(\beta) (P)</th>
<th>Path (R^2) Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>(H_1)</td>
<td>Dynamic capability-sensing (DCS) (\rightarrow) Sustainable tourism performance (SP)</td>
<td>0.750</td>
<td>0.019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>(H_2)</td>
<td>Dynamic capability-seizing (DCSZ) (\rightarrow) Sustainable tourism performance (SP)</td>
<td>0.148</td>
<td>0.374</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>(H_3)</td>
<td>Dynamic capability-reconfiguring (DCR) (\rightarrow) Sustainable tourism performance (SP)</td>
<td>0.173</td>
<td>0.387</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.5 Hypothesis Testing

To test the hypothesis in this study, multivariate analysis was used using the WarpPLS program. Hypothesis testing was carried out by comparing the significance probability value (\(p / \alpha\)) which was determined at 0.05. If the \(p\)-value is greater than the probability value, the hypothesis is rejected, and if the \(p\)-value is significantly smaller than \(\alpha\), then the hypothesis can be accepted.

4.6 Discussion

With the results obtained then the discussion for each result based on hypothesis testing What has been done can be discussed as follows:

- The variable dynamic capability of the sensing dimension (DCS) has an effect on sustainable tourism performance (SP), the test results show that the coefficient of direct effect of dynamic capability on sensing dimension (DCS) on sustainable tourism performance (SP) is 0.750. This means that the dynamic capability sensing dimension (DCS) variable has a positive relationship with the sustainable tourism performance variable (SP), this result provides information that the better the dynamic capability sensing dimension (DCS), such as managers who pay attention to the environment to identify tourism development opportunities, are periodically reviews the possible impact of changes in the village tourism business environment on visitors, reviews the possible impact of changes in the village tourism business environment on visitors, and implements ideas for village tourism and improves existing mutually supportive efforts for village tourism to be able to create The performance of sustainable...
tourism, the higher it is, such as the sustainability of tourist satisfaction on village tourism, the sustainability of profits is an important part of developing village tourism, the sustainability of the economic impact of the community and the overall sustainability of the impact in developing village tourism. Thus these results are supported by a significance value for the dynamic capability dimension sensing (DCS) variable of 0.019 <0.05, this indicates that there is an effect of dynamic capability sensing dimension (DCS) with sustainable tourism performance (SP). The results of this study support previous studies that have been conducted which provide the same research results as research by [16], [17], [25] who say that the dynamic capability of the sensing dimension has an influence on tourism performance. Sustainable (SP)

- The dynamic capability dimension seizing (DCSZ) variable has an effect on sustainable tourism performance (SP), the test results show that the coefficient of direct influence of dynamic capability dimension seizing (DCSZ) on sustainable tourism performance (SP) is 0.416, meaning the dynamic capability variable The seizing dimension (DCSZ) has a positive relationship with the variable on sustainable tourism performance (SP), this result provides information that the better the dynamic capability of the seizing dimension (DCSZ), as it can quickly relate to new knowledge from outside, new information can be used for management. village tourism business, capable of m he changes knowledge of new technology into new processes and product / business innovation, the latest information obtained leads to the development of new businesses in village tourism businesses, the higher the performance of sustainable tourism (SP) with sustainable tourist satisfaction on village tourism, sustainability of profits is an important part of its development, village tourism, the sustainability of the economic impact of community members and the overall sustainability of the impact in the development of village tourism. However, this result is not supported by the significance value for the dynamic capability dimension seizing (DCSZ) style variable which is only 0.374> 0.05, this indicates that there is no effect of dynamic capability dimension seizing (DCSZ) with sustainable tourism performance (SP). The results of this study are in contrast to research which provides different research results from research by [16], [17], [25] which states that the dynamic capability of the seizing dimension has a positive effect on sustainable tourism performance (SP)

- Variable dynamic capability dimension of reconfiguring (DCR) effect on the performance of sustainable tourism (SP), the test results showed that the coefficient of the direct effect of dynamic capability dimension of reconfiguring (DCR) on the performance of sustainable tourism (SP) is equal to 0.256, meaning that the variable dynamic capability dimension of reconfiguring (DCR) has a positive relationship with the variable of sustainable tourism performance (SP), this result provides information that the higher the dynamic capability of the reconfiguring dimension (DCR), such as being able to allocate human resources clearly, responding quickly to changes in visitor desires, responding quickly to If other tourism is doing and communicating efficiently and effectively with team members, the higher the performance of sustainable tourism (SP) is produced, such as the sustainability of tourist satisfaction on village tourism, sustainability of profits is an important part of developing village tourism, sustainability of the economic impact of residents community and Overall sustainability impact in rural tourism development. However, this result is not supported by the significance value for the dynamic capability dimension sealing (DCSZ) style variable which is only 0.374> 0.05, this indicates that there is no effect of dynamic capability dimension sealing (DCSZ) with sustainable tourism performance (SP). The results of this study are contrary to the research conducted which provides different research results from the research of [16], [17], [25] who say that the dynamic capability of the reconfiguring dimension has a positive effect on sustainable tourism performance (SP). However, the results of this study are consistent with [18] specifically reconfiguring relationships with performance has no effect on performance.

5. CONCLUSIONS

Referring to the research results and interpretation of the results and based on the research objectives, can be presented the conclusions following as follows: 1) dynamic capability sensing dimensions affect sustainable tourism performance; 2) dynamic capability seizing dimensions have no effect on sustainable tourism performance and 3) dynamic capability reconfiguring dimensions do not affect sustainable tourism performance. With the impact of
the dynamic capability of the sensing dimension on the performance of sustainable village tourism, the manager increases the dynamic capabilities of the organization such as the ability to identify tourism development opportunities, periodically reviewing the possible impact of changes in the village tourism business environment on visitors, reviewing the possible impact of changes in the tourism business environment, village towards visitors, and implement ideas for village tourism as well as increase efforts to mutually support existing village tourism such as tourism product diversification. This study has limitations when collecting data during the Covid-19 pandemic so it is not optimal, so this study uses a PLS analysis tool which is possible for small data analysis, even though the resampling process has been carried out, so that in the future it can increase samples from various managers, wider village tourism. Then future research can add factors that come from external organizations because the tourism business is strongly influenced by environmental dynamics, such as technology [26], changes in the Covid-19 pandemic situation, tourist destinations cannot carry out their activities normally, as well as destination management must be able to prioritize the value that tourists will get when visiting a destination[27]
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